
Bulcote TREC competitor info – please read before setting off!  The venue will be open 

from 3pm on Friday. 

Emergency numbers:  Sarah 07803 703395  Jenni 07958 074449 
If you need the services of the vet or farrier please contact Sarah or Jenni.  All treatment 
must be paid for by the rider. 
 
Corralling – tap water will be available in the yard.  Portaloo on site.  Separate area for tents. 

Please leave your corrall clean and put ALL droppings, hay and haylage in the area provided.  

Please take any other rubbish / recycling home with you.  We are guests of the landowners 

– the corralling field is grazing for their own horses – PLEASE leave it as spotless as you 

would like to find it.  Thanks to everyone for their cooperation with this. 

The PTV course will be open for walking after 4pm on Saturday.  Your number bibs, PTV 

course plan and directions on how to get there will be available in the map room when you 

return from the POR.  Please note there is an off-road route (approx. 2km) suitable for 

walkers and cyclists which will be used to hack to the course on Sunday.  This is also the 

same route to get to the Saturday night social on foot.  No cars are allowed on this route – if 

you want to drive to the PTV course walk or social evening please follow the driving 

directions via public road.    

Dave Rogerson will be doing a guided PTV course walk at 5.30pm on Saturday.  Meet at the 

start line on PTV course.  Cost £5 with all proceeds to the British TREC teams travelling to 

the World Championships in Sept 2016.  They are also receiving all the corralling money you 

have paid, thanks to the generosity of our hosts Katie & John Jackson. 

Social evening:  this is being held in the indoor school next to the PTV course.  The Peel 

Woodfired Pizza Company will be serving from 6pm onwards.  All of their pizzas are made 

fresh by hand and cooked on site, so please don't expect them all to be ready at the same 

time! Tom will have a list of what you have ordered, please let him know your rider number 

when are ready for your pizza to be cooked.  Please be patient if there are lots of riders 

already in the ‘checkpoint’ before you!  We are aware it is a healthy walk to the social/PTV 

venue, if you have chairs or bottles of booze you would like transported please see if 

another rider with a car can drive them there for you.  Otherwise if you leave them outside 

the map room we will try to move them ourselves, but we don’t have room for spare 

passengers sorry! 

POR – there are tying up spaces and a mounting block near the Map Room.  If you need a 

horse holder please arrange your own.  There may be unmanned tickets on the POR – 

please make sure you are familiar with these (there will be an example at the Map Room) 

and write down the letter/number you see AND punch the bottom of your record card if 

you find any on your route.  There may be Good and Bad tickets. 

A limited number of 2016 TREC Gb rulebooks will be available to buy on site at a cost of £5.  



Please remember all the judges, helpers and organisers are volunteers and giving up their 

own time so you can have a great TREC weekend.  We are really grateful to everyone who 

has offered help – we could always do with more though.  If you know anyone who could 

offer a few hours sometime on Saturday or Sunday please get in touch with sarah@white-

horse-trec.co.uk 

POR scores will be available at the social evening and then displayed at the corralling venue 

on Sunday.  We will bring the MA and PTV scores to the corralling venue on Sunday, we will 

also hold the prizegiving there as soon as possible after the last PTV round.  If you can’t stay, 

please leave a SAE (A4 or A3 size) with a LARGE letter stamp or a £1 coin so we can post 

rosettes and scoresheets.  Prizes are too bulky to post, please ask another rider to collect 

yours. 

Ruth Sauby of Indiepics will be taking photos during the weekend.  To view and order please 

visit her website http://www.indiepics.co.uk/f115255879 

 

Directions to Bulcote Farm, Bulcote, Nottingham NG14 5HA: 

Grid reference for the level crossing at Bulcote is SK 6591,4448. 

 

Access is off the A612 Nottingham to Southwell Road, just to the east of Burton Joyce. 

Coming from the eastern side of Nottingham, follow the A612 from Southwell towards 

Nottingham.  The turning into Bulcote is just over a mile from the roundabout junction with 

the A6097. Slow down and look out for the left turn signed Bulcote immediately at the 

40mph signs.  Follow this lane for 250 metres, bearing left and over the level crossing to the 

farm. 

Coming from Nottingham east towards Southwell, slow down and look out for a right turn 

signed Bulcote just after Burton Joyce immediately at the 40mph signs.  Follow this lane for 

300 metres, turning right and over the level crossing to the farm.   

 

Link to map:  https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/osmaps/52.9936755985,-

1.0194796542,16 
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